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performance evaluation
Abstract

Object tracking is an instrumental tool supporting studies of cellular trafficking. There are three challenges in
object tracking: the identification of targets; the precise determination of their position and boundaries; and
the assembly of correct trajectories. This last challenge is particularly relevant when dealing with densely
populated images with low signal-to-noise ratios-conditions that are often encountered in applications such as
organelle tracking, virus particle tracking or single-molecule imaging. We have developed a set of methods
that can handle a wide variety of signal complexities. They are compiled into a free software package called
Diatrack. Here we review its main features and utility in a range of applications, providing a survey of the
dynamic imaging field together with recommendations for effective use. The performance of our framework is
shown to compare favorably to a wide selection of custom-developed algorithms, whether in terms of
localization precision, processing speed or correctness of tracks.
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Abstract
Object tracking is an instrumental tool supporting
studies of cellular trafficking. There are three
challenges in object tracking: the identification of
targets; the precise determination of their position and
boundaries, and the assembly of correct trajectories.
This last challenge is particularly relevant when dealing
with densely populated images with low signal-to-noise
ratios - conditions that are often encountered in
applications such as organelle tracking, virus particle
tracking, or single-molecule imaging. We have

The last two decades have witnessed a progressive
shift towards dynamic imaging as a powerful tool to
learn about biological processes (1). This shift has
been supported by a panoply of technological
advances, including new fluorescent proteins, precise
genetic-engineering tools, and ever more powerful
optical microscopes (2). Imaging software has also
played an important role in this evolution as the
necessary ingredient that permits translating movies of
biological phenomena into quantitative measurements
suitable for statistical analysis and data mining (3). In
particular, object tracking plays a pivotal role in
investigations of e.g. vesicular traffic, cytoskeletal
motions,
receptor
regulation,
drug
delivery,
morphogenetic processes, or infectious mechanisms

developed a set of methods that can handle a wide
variety of signal complexities. They are compiled into a
free software package called Diatrack. Here we review
its main features and utility in a range of applications,
providing a survey of the dynamic imaging field
together with recommendations for effective use. The
performance of our framework is shown to compare
favorably to a wide selection of custom-developed
algorithms, whether in terms of localization precision,
processing speed, or correctness of tracks.

(4). The present review describes many examples
illustrating how the technique leads to accurate
measurements of e.g. velocities, diffusion coefficients,
turnover, processivity, or polymerization rates. While
other methods, such as FRAP or FCS may lead to
similar outcomes, tracking-based methods distinguish
themselves as being very direct, generally applicable,
and close to everyday intuition (3, 4).
The problem of faithfully following multiple targets over
time has a long history, with diverse applications in air
traffic control, crowd surveillance, ecology, or fluid
dynamics (5, 6). Applications to biological imaging are
no less diverse and include the study of membrane
dynamics, bacterial motility, lineage trees, and
chromosomal dynamics – each application calling for a

specific tracking methodology as well as considerable
in-house software development efforts (7, 8).
Together with scientists from a range of application
areas, we developed and made available in 2003 what
was probably the first user-friendly multi-particle
tracking software (9, 10). Diatrack is a versatile standalone platform for dynamic imaging built on
mathematical graph algorithms, super-resolution
techniques, and mathematical morphology. Its original
tracking method is based on a tripartite directed graph
structure that we have described previously (11). The
pressing need for tracking methods that go beyond
"naïve" nearest-neighbor methodology is explained in
Figure 1E, where the notion of “assignment conflict” is
made clear. Briefly, associating particles identified in
one image frame with those of the next frame to form
correct trajectories rapidly becomes difficult as the
density of particles and the amplitude of their motion
increases. Because the cellular environment tends to
be both very dynamic and crowded, those conditions
are pervasive in biological imaging. This leads to an
explosion in the number of possible associations – only
one being correct. As explained in detail in (11), our
graph algorithm tackles this complexity by globally and
rapidly optimizing the matching of similar particles
across multiple images, while still allowing particles to
exceptionally appear or disappear in a balanced
manner (see Figure 1E). Graph theory concepts have
since then been successfully adopted by other
researchers for biological object tracking (12-14). In
other fields such as particle image velocimetry, the use
of graph theory for multiple particle tracking developed
earlier (6), supported by classical mathematical results
from the 1950s for the maximum matching between
two sets of objects only (15).
Because the task of assembling correct tracks from the
sets of identified objects is largely independent from
the specific nature of targets, it lies at the very heart of
the tracking methodology. In order to complement this
essential capability, Diatrack also provides multiple
tools to identify the particles themselves. Particle
"modifiers" may then optionally be activated to extract
additional information from objects (for example, there
is a modifier to trace the outline of the detected
particles/objects). In turn, the results from these
measurements may be exploited to improve the
tracking outcome (for example, one may want to track
only those objects that are larger than a user-defined
threshold). This flexibility - allowing to very rapidly
explore alternative combinations of detection methods,
of modifiers, and of tracking parameters within a single
integrated environment - does set Diatrack apart from
a large number of tools that have been developed
specifically to track a unique type of targets, such as
e.g. the tip of microtubules, a particular cell type, or
single molecules (15, 16).
Another important example of particle "modifier" is the
refinement of particle position down to nanometer
precision using sub-pixel fitting of a Gaussian-like
intensity model. Diatrack exploits a robust fixed point

methodology developed by Thompson et al. to achieve
this goal (15). Diatrack introduced an implementation
of that method that provides super-resolution fitting in
3D, leading to performance that remains very
competitive today (see e.g. Figure 2C).
Our review begins with a general overview of the
software, its user interface, and its main benefits and
features as summarized in Table 1. Comparing
Diatrack more systematically with alternative solutions
would inevitably be incomplete and reflect our
imperfect knowledge of these frameworks. As an
illustration of the difficulty of such an undertaking, a list
of over 70 packages exclusively dedicated to the
tracking of single molecules may be found under (16).
We then turn our attention to tracking performance
considerations. Because our software aims to provide
a general tracking environment applicable to a diverse
range of targets, one may anticipate that its
performance would be sub-optimal when compared to
custom-developed algorithms. Such algorithms are
usually fine-tuned to follow a particular target type
displaying a specific type of appearance and of motion
behavior (e.g. diffusive, motor-driven, anti-parallel…).
In order to objectively assess the performance of
Diatrack, we have relied on the material from a recent
publication that included test data sets and results
obtained by 14 participating teams (17). One of the
strengths of that material is that the tracking results
were produced by the authors of the algorithms
themselves so performance was not degraded by suboptimal software operation. Moreover, as a
consequence of the broad call to the image analysis
community that preceded the competition, many of the
teams were representative of the latest technical
advances in the field (for example, team 1 was the
author of the well-known Mosaic tracking software
while team 3 created the ICY suite; several teams have
also contributed ImageJ tracking plugins that are in
wide use).
Chenouard et al. carefully prepared image sequences
in 2D and 3D that were representative of the motion
and appearance of important targets in cell imaging,
such as vesicles or virus particles. Multiple levels of
difficulties were present in terms of density, types of
motions and noise level. Because all these sequences
were generated algorithmically, the exact ground truth
was available (i.e. the true position of the targets as
well as their true motions from frame to frame were
known).
Following the presentation of the performance
evaluation of Diatrack, we then review user
applications, from tracking single molecules, protein
foci, exosomes, nanoparticles, vesicles, speckles, and
cells, to in vitro motility studies and fluid flow
characterization. Because we cannot cover every
application in detail, we encourage readers to consult
the cited literature, the Diatrack user manual, or the
authors for advice. The software may be downloaded
from www.diatrack.org.

Overview of Diatrack user interface
The first tracking tools provided a powerful new
approach to analyze movies of moving particles (18).
However, the command-line environment of those
tools presented a significant barrier to the general user.
To our knowledge, Diatrack was the first object tracking
software supported by a graphical user interface—an
innovation that made particle tracking generally
accessible to microscopists and biologists (9). Tracking
functions - from image pre-processing to particle
identification, particle selection and particle tracking are arranged logically on the control panel, from top to
bottom (see Figure 1). Other frequently used functions
are readily available from toolbar buttons, including a
button for super-resolution Gaussian spot fitting , for
segmentation
(to delineate object boundaries), and
for manual removal or addition of particles . Another
key innovation in Diatrack lies in the scalability,
reliability, and speed of tracking, enabled by powerful
graph algorithms solvers (10, 11). Because
mathematical graphs can simultaneously encode all
potential movements of targets, they represent natural
structures to use for difficult and ambiguous tracking
problems. Several dedicated graph structures were
therefore introduced that, when coupled with efficient
algorithms on graphs, produced excellent tracking
results for biological imaging applications.
Because critical assessment of tracking results is
paramount, many possibilities to visualize tracks are
offered. In the default representation, the entire set of
trajectories is overlaid onto the first image of the
sequence (see e.g. Fig 3C). One may also overlay
tracks onto a maximum intensity projection of the
sequence, display tracks in 3D (the Z axis represents
time, see Fig 3F), or step through the sequence one
frame at a time to verify that the spots marking
individual particles maintain the same color over time.
As summarized in Table 1, Diatrack offers many
possibilities, not only for reliable tracking in 2D and 3D,
but also in terms of track analysis and post-processing.
From the set of all tracks produced, the user can retain
subsets of trajectories based e.g. on object lifetime (i.e.
the number of frames for which the object may be
observed), velocity, entropy, diffusion coefficient etc.
The user can remove any potential drift, smoothen
trajectories, or close any remaining gaps in trajectories.
Diatrack also allows generating plots describing the
relevant dynamics quantitatively (e.g. plot track
lengths, speed, diffusion coefficients, dispersion,
intensity changes etc.).
Other notable features of Diatrack include options to
batch process a series of TIFF image stacks or multiple
AVI movies. This is particularly useful for large-scale
experiments (e.g. in a screening setting) where
conditions are systematically varied, resulting in
gigabytes of time-lapse data.
Many possibilities are available for exporting data and
plots. Entire sessions may be saved and later reloaded
for further analysis. Scripting capabilities allow
workflows to be automated. Entire session files may

also be opened under MatlabTM, and all internal
variables (e.g., the variable “tracks” describing particle
history, i.e. position in X, Y, and Z, successor particle,
intensity, eccentricity, etc.) may be accessed and
processed for more specialized analyses.
Objective performance evaluation
In recent years, the tracking field has seen an
explosion in the number of algorithms and software
packages. An important contribution was made by
Chenouard and colleagues who put in place an
extensive testing infrastructure to evaluate these
activities in an objective setting, accompanied by an
open competition (17). Each participant was given one
month to fine-tune his software to the difficulty of the
data sets provided. There was no requirement that one
should use the same software, algorithm or image
analysis technique for all the different data sets.
We subjected Diatrack 3.05 to all reference data sets
prepared by Chenouard et al. The tests included data
of simulated vesicles, receptors, microtubule transport
in 2D, and of viruses moving in 4D. In order to convey
a sense for the difficulty of Chenouard's datasets, one
sample is provided in the supplementary information
(SuppMovie1.avi). The reader is invited to track some
of the targets visually.
We compared results produced by Diatrack to the
ground truth data by using the scoring tool provided
(i.e. the ICY “Tracking Performance Computation”
module). No modifications were made to Diatrack to
perform these tasks except for the selection of
appropriate image analysis parameters accessible
from the GUI (i.e. the Gaussian filter width, intensity
threshold, contrast threshold, and maximum particle
jump allowed - only 4 parameters; all of them quite
intuitive). Representative quality metrics are shown in
Figure 2 (the integrality of the results may be found in
the supplementary information). The RMSE value
reported here is a measure of the average error in
particle position (lower RMSE values indicate superior
performance). Alpha is a measure of the quality of the
tracks themselves (larger Alpha values indicate
superior performance). We refer the reader to the
original publication for a description of these and other
quality metrics (17). All corresponding Diatrack session
files are provided as supplementary information at
http://www.diatrack.org/TrafficSI.zip (they contain the
tracks produced by Diatrack and the image analysis
parameters). As can be seen in Figure 2, the outcome
of these tests show impressive performance for a
general-purpose tracking package such as Diatrack.
The software matched and even outperformed the best
algorithms in a few cases.
The main area where Diatrack may need additional
work is in ultra-low SNR conditions where a few custom
algorithms performed better in 2D.
Selected timing information is also shown in Figure 2
panel D (an i7 4790 processor was used for Diatrack 30% faster overall than the Xeon X550 of the original
publication according to: http://cpuboss.com). While

Diatrack is not the fastest for 4D tracking, this was
compensated by superior tracking quality results (Fig.
2, panel C). This advantage is probably due to the fact
that closely adjoining targets are more easily separated
in 3D. In such conditions, missed particle detections
are rare and the advantage of our graph matching
algorithms for trajectory assembly becomes clear.
One area of relative weakness was in the tracking of
microtubule-associated particles (see supplementary
information). For this dataset, targets were spatially
spread-out and overlapped frequently. A dedicated
method to separate these targets would be required in
order to obtain optimal performance. As our goal was
only to test the Diatrack 3.05 release, we did not
explore the problem further.
Object tracking workflow
The object tracking workflow is divided into two main
stages: i) particle detection, and ii) trajectory assembly,
where the particles detected in each frame are linked
together to form complete trajectories (see Figure 1).
The term “object” is used to describe either a point-like
particle, or a more extended particle – the shape of
which might be of interest itself. The boundaries of
extended objects can optionally be delineated by first
identifying particles and then applying a watershed
segmentation seeded by those particles (19). Whether
shape is of interest or not, it is critical to first identify
particles optimally. “Optimally” means that if the user
had performed the identification manually, he/she
would have defined the same set of particles as those
found automatically. In Diatrack, this is achieved by
interactively sliding the image analysis parameters
values until the detection of particles (shown with
crosses overlaid on top of the original images) cannot
be improved further. In our experience, this brief but
critical fine-tuning phase (which was also used to
produce the results of the previous section) delivers
better results compared to blind or to automated
selection of image analysis parameters. In the
remainder of this section, we briefly outline the
successive steps of the tracking process.
Image pre-processing: In most instances, particle
detection necessitates some preliminary preprocessing of the images. For example, the most
efficient manner to detect candidate particles is to
identify pixels that display an intensity higher than all
their immediate neighbors (“Find particles” button in the
control panel). If particles appear dark on a bright
background, inverting the contrast is necessary ("Invert
data" button …). An important pre-processing
operation is Gaussian filtering, which smoothens out
sharp image intensity variations corresponding to noise
(“Filter data” …). Noise should be suppressed as much
as possible but filtering should not alter significantly the
lateral dimensions and visual appearance of objects.
Another useful pre-processing operation is to subtract
a local estimate of the background intensity (“Subtract
background”…). In Diatrack, the background intensity
is computed by filtering the image with a wide Gaussian
kernel (i.e. we use the “Difference of Gaussians”

method (20)). By trial and error, these few preprocessing operations suffice for most image
sequences in order to subsequently produce an
optimal set of particles.
Particle production: As mentioned, the workhorse
object detector in Diatrack is the maximum intensity
detector available from the control panel (“Find
particles”). However, a range of other methods may
also be accessed from the “Particle production” menu.
For example, Diatrack offers a dedicated object
detector for “in vitro motility assays”, suited for
filamentous objects (see Fig 3B) (21).
Particle selection: Only a minority of particles
generated in the particle production phase
corresponds to genuine objects. By using a
combination of “Particle selection” tools from the
control panel in an interactive manner, an optimal
particle selection may be obtained. This is done e.g. by
removing all particles featuring an intensity that is too
dim or that are not sufficiently contrasted (“Remove…
blurred”). Here, contrast is measured by dividing the
intensity at the particle position by the average intensity
around that particle.
Particle tracking: Once an optimal set of particles has
been identified in the first image of the sequence, one
may automatically process all remaining images using
the currently selected parameters (“Process next
frames”…). Diatrack can adaptively find the relevant
particles in all frames even in the presence of photobleaching. Tracking per se can then be launched
(“Track!” …) and all the trajectories are constructed and
displayed. The only parameter required to be set for
particle tracking is the maximum displacement
amplitude (i.e. step size, expressed in pixels) that a
particle can undergo between two successive images
of the sequence. After tracking, it is advised to use the
scrollbar of the control panel to step through the
sequence. If particles have been tracked correctly, the
spots that mark them should maintain their color over
time. The Diatrack GUI provides all of the
functionalities needed for manually correcting
exceptional mistakes, but in our experience, a more
productive path is to fine-tune the selected image
analysis parameters to obtain yet better results.
Track selection and analysis: Not all trajectories are
relevant for a particular type of analysis. For example,
it is not recommended to compute diffusion coefficients
or to quantify displacement effectiveness on very shortlived trajectories. Thus, a wide choice of trajectory
selection tools is provided. In exceptional situations,
the functionalities required to select and analyze tracks
cannot be found within Diatrack. One may then save
the entire Diatrack session (“File…Save current
session…”) and import the session file into MatlabTM
where it can be analyzed further. For example, the x
coordinate of the 5’th particle in the 70’th frame of the
image sequence can be accessed by the expression:
“tracks{70}.RefinedCooX(5)”. The integrated intensity

along that trajectory can then be computed by the
Matlab snippet:
frame=70; part=5; IntSummed=0;
while( part )
IntSummed = IntSummed + tracks{ frame }.Intensity( part )
part = tracks{ frame }.Successor( part );
frame = frame + 1;
end

,where the “Successor” field of the array allows to
follow particles along their respective trajectories. It
would then be easy to select tracks on the basis of that
integrated intensity criteria by setting the “Successor”
field to zero for all undesirable tracks. Performing this
type of analysis assumes some familiarity with the
Matlab programming language. Therefore, a wide
range of track selection and analysis functions (over
50) are already available within the software.
Survey of applications
Tracking fluorescent speckles
Diatrack was originally developed to analyze
fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM) data (9, 22). In
FSM, very low concentrations of fluorescently labeled
actin or tubulin monomers are introduced into cells,
where they incorporate into dynamic actin or
microtubule networks. The statistical variations
associated with this process are responsible for the
production of small flecks of fluorescence, so called
“speckles” (23). Speckles represent diffraction-limited
regions of locally increased fluorophore concentration.
Because the signal to noise ratio of speckles is very
limited, and because speckles are present at high
densities, it was a challenge to unambiguously identify
and track them. In order to curb this complexity, the
maximum amplitude of speckle jumps considered
between successive frames was initially limited to 3
pixels and a nearest-neighbor approach was
implemented (24). Whereas a maximum jump
amplitude of a few pixels represented a good value for
the actin speckles that were tracked in the lamella of
motile cells, those in their lamellipodium could undergo
jumps of up to 10 pixels in amplitude at the relevant
frame rate. Thus, for each speckle in a particular image
frame, dozens of vicinal speckles from the next frame
must be considered for correct trajectory assembly.
Depending on the precise configuration of these
speckles, trillions of possible assignments must be
considered. Thus, a new approach was needed to
compare and rank possible speckle assignments
across multiple frames in a globally optimal manner.
The Diatrack graph-based algorithm that we developed
in this context has turned out exceptionally reliable
(25). It has also proved remarkably versatile as shown
by the many applications beyond FSM, which we
present next.
Tracking single molecules
Using modern optical microscopes, it has become
possible to image and track signals corresponding to
individual molecules. Diatrack was exploited for the first

characterization of freely diffusing single proteins in
buffer solution (27). Under such conditions, molecules
may undergo large jumps from image to image, which
creates tracking ambiguities. In spite of this, diffusion
coefficients within a few percent to those expected from
the molecular masses and from Fluorescence
Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) measurements could
be obtained for streptavidin and antibody fluorescent
conjugates, as well as for quantum dots.
Several other studies of freely diffusing single
molecules in 3D have been reported in more complex
media. For example, Kappler et al. characterized the
dynamics of single-molecules of hyaluronan in the
microenvironment of human synovial fluid (28).
Grünwald et al probed the micro-environment within
cell nuclei by microinjecting and tracking single
molecules of fluorescent streptavidin conjugate (29). In
related experiments, single ribonucleoproteins were
microinjected into cells and their dynamics and binding
kinetics demonstrated the existence of preferential
binding sites within nuclei (30-32). English et al. were
able to track single molecules of the fluorescent fusion
protein RelA–Dendra2 within bacterial cells (33, 34).
Using a novel light sheet illumination setup, Ritter et al.
used Diatrack to track single molecules deep within
biological tissues (35).
Diatrack was harnessed in single-molecule studies of
the cell-penetrating HIV1 TAT peptide interacting with
reconstituted vesicles by Ciobanasu et al. (36). In that
case, single molecule diffusion primarily occurs within
the two-dimensional (2D) environment of the vesicle
bilayer. Ciobanasu et al. relied on the distribution of
jump amplitude to determine diffusion coefficients; an
approach that tends to be more robust than analyses
based on mean square displacement measurements.
Both distributions may be produced very easily in
Diatrack. Using a similar approach, Kuzmenko et al.
characterized the diffusion of Tom40 single proteins in
the outer membrane of yeast mitochondria (37-40).
Single-molecule diffusion and transport restricted to
one dimension (1D) has been studied extensively (41,
42). This situation occurs often in biological imaging as
molecular motors and enzymes can travel along
cellular tracks afforded by microtubules, actin fibers, or
DNA. This has provided for many exciting studies that
have shed light on the mechanisms of molecular
motors and enzymes. For example, Blainey et al. were
able to measure diffusion and binding of the DNA repair
enzyme hOgg1 along immobilized DNA strands in a
flow chamber (43). hOgg1 was labeled with a single
molecule of the dye Cy3, and total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy together with Diatrack superresolution spot tracking algorithm provided the
necessary sensitivity to follow single enzymes with
precision as good as 10 nanometers. Related studies
include that of Lin et al. who studied the DNA repair
enzyme C-Ada (44). The same authors performed sizedependent diffusion studies to determine that certain
enzymes actually spin around the DNA while
undergoing 1D diffusion (45). Other authors used

antibody labeling of T7 RNA polymerase to measure
the diffusion of this enzyme along stretched DNA, as
well as the dependency of the interactions on the
stretching force (46).
Diatrack was used repeatedly to track beads attached
at the extremity of single DNA strands immobilized in
flow chambers. This experimental configuration has
clarified the mechanisms underlying the activity of HIV1 reverse transcriptase (47). In this assay, the rate of
reverse transcriptase activity correlates directly with
sub-pixel shifts in bead position, as reverse
transcriptase opens up DNA hairpin structures. The
same setup was used by other researchers, including
Park et al., who also used FRET to measure DNA
extension when the mismatch repair protein MutL binds
DNA (48-52).
In all these examples, the methodology to track single
molecules is virtually identical. Because single
molecules are small objects with a Gaussian-like (bellshaped) intensity profile, one may detect them using
local intensity maxima detection (default setting),
followed by iterative Gaussian fitting. This will succeed,
independently of whether the data is 2D or 3D (Diatrack
will adapt to the circumstances automatically upon
loading the data). A step by step visual tutorial for
tracking Gaussian-like particles is provided under
http://www.diatrack.org/subpixel.htm.
In vitro motility assays
The study of molecular motors such as myosin, kinesin,
and dynein is greatly facilitated by in vitro motility
assays (see Figure 3B). Here, motor proteins are
immobilized on a surface and their motile activity is
assessed by measuring the velocity of the cytoskeletal
filaments they translocate (typically actin filaments or
microtubules). Tracking actin filaments or microtubules
requires careful image analysis because of their
elongated geometry and flexible nature.
The automated tracking can become particularly
difficult when low motor densities are used, as is the
case in experiments to study motor processivity, i.e. the
ability of a single molecular motor to productively
interact with the filament without dissociating from it. In
this context, investigators have regularly relied on
Diatrack’s dedicated functionalities for in vitro motility
studies (‘Particle production…’ ‘in vitro motility assay’).
For example, Taft et al. demonstrated that myosin-5b
is a processive motor (53) and Amrute-Nayak et al.
succeeded in engineering single and double headed
myosin-5 motors, whose mechanochemical properties
(force, speed, processivity) could be systematically
controlled by variations in ATP, ionic strength, and
Mg2+-ion concentrations (54). Further, the effects of
small molecules on myosins can be easily assessed in
the in vitro motility assay by characterizing the changes
in the velocity of filaments. Substances that specifically
inhibit or activate myosins have been identified in e.g.
(55-58). Other in depth investigations of various
myosins that exploited Diatrack include those of Weith,
Diensthuber, and Chizhov (32, 56, 59-63).

Clearly, tracking of elongated flexible polymers
requires image analysis that differs from that which is
appropriate for single molecules. Briefly, in order to
segment crawling filaments, we use a form of edge
detection guaranteeing the formation of closed
contours in a pipeline described in detail in Vallotton et
al. (64). Every detected connected region may then be
retained or not on the basis of the average region
intensity using the familiar GUI sliders.
Tracking
membrane
organelles
and
macromolecular complexes
Membrane vesicles are central to intracellular
trafficking, acting as cargo containers that segregate,
transport, and release their specific content to targeted
organelles or subcellular regions. Their small spherical
shape makes them ideal objects for Diatrack and their
position and displacement can be pinpointed with great
precision. Del Toro et al. first used Diatrack to
characterize the trafficking of BDNF (Brain-derived
neurotrophic factor), a peptide with polymorphisms
implicated in Huntington’s disease (65). The software
could also be used to detect and quantify the fusion of
insulin-containing vesicles with the plasma membrane
of beta cells under TIRF microscopy (66). For this
application, reliable tracking is paramount because
track termination is used to pinpoint events of interest,
such as vesicle fusions (67, 68). Kim et al. also tracked
insulin vesicles and could uncover significant
heterogeneity in their dynamics (69, 70). Trejo et al.
tracked Na K-ATPase-containing vesicles in epithelial
cells (71). Pigment granules (melanosomes) could be
tracked by Chang et al. (72). The motion of secretory
granules during activation of neuroendocrine cells was
characterized by Elias et al. (73). Other representative
studies that investigated the motion of peroxisomes
(see Figure 3F), ribonucleoprotein granules,
telomeres, puncta and other protein clusters using
Diatrack include those of Rai, Serpinskaya, Ling, Kim,
Trelles-Sticken, Jacobs, and Bensenor (74-80).
The tracking of vesicles and other organelles
resembles that of single molecules insofar as they are
small, compact objects. The main emphasis should be
placed on determining an appropriate jump amplitude
that is large enough to deal with even exceptionally
long jumps. The value proposed by default by Diatrack
represents only a very rough indication. Instead, the
display should be made to switch periodically between
any two frames of the sequence, and the largest jump
should be visually identified and compared to the 10pixel scale bar shown top left of the screen using the
"Toggle" button of the GUI.
Tracking cells
Cells are very variable in their appearance—from
coccal bacterial cells to star-like neurons. The bestcase scenario in terms of tracking ease is when cells
are round, with a core presenting higher intensities. In
this case, Gaussian filtering followed by identification
of local intensity maxima can locate the center of cells
quite accurately. Cells that are expressing soluble
cytosolic or nuclear fluorescent proteins are particularly

convenient to track. Other contrasts may be suitable
too. For example, Sakamoto et al. were able to use
phase contrast microscopy to track tendon fibroblasts
in a wound-healing assay that tested the ability of
motile cells to fill a suddenly depleted area (81). In
many instances, it is possible to operate on the image
contrast using dedicated image processing in order to
obtain a single intensity maximum for each cell. For
example, Abreu et al. used an image transform
developed by Hadjidemtriou et al. (82) to identify
mammary epithelial cells in bright-field images,
followed by Diatrack processing (83). Dedicated
segmentation routines were also needed to reliably
follow dense populations of bacilli in phase contrast
images of expanding biofilms (21). The pre-segmented
images were then tracked using Diatrack ("Particle
production"…"Pre-segmented") to generate tracks for
each of thousands of bacteria (see Figure 3C) (64, 84).
This approach was used to examine the role of
extracellular DNA (eDNA) in active biofilm expansion
by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. These analyses
revealed that eDNA enhances the frequency of
individual cell movements. Diatrack can also locally
average the motion of neighboring cells and generate
flow movies describing dynamics at a coarse level.
These movies show that the flow of cells through a
biofilm is quite variable and reverses irregularly (See
supplementary movie 2 and Inset of Figure 2C).
Equipped with such tools, it will become easier to study
cellular transport phenomena in biofilms (64). Several
other authors successfully used Diatrack as a cell
tracker in 2D and 3D (38, 85, 86).
Flows and mixing
In many applications, the interest is focused on the
motion of the media for which the particles only act as
a reporter. Such studies have a long history in fluid
mechanics where the technique is known as particle
image velocimetry (PIV). In PIV however, only a pair of
images is typically acquired in short succession, and
fluid motion information is obtained from computation
of image correlation, rather than by particle tracking.
Because it can precisely follow thousands of marker
particles undergoing even large motions between
successive images, Diatrack is particularly suited to
study complex flow phenomena.
Diatrack allowed uncover the existence of converging
flows of actin polymers in cell lamella, towards
“depolymerization sinks” – foci where actin
depolymerization is preferentially taking place (22). It
also permitted for the first time to individually track and
characterize the two antiparallel flows of tubulin that
prevail in the mitotic spindle (22).
Other complex flow phenomena have been elucidated
using Diatrack. A particular example is the microscale
flow in sessile drops and microchannels generated
under nanometer amplitude high frequency surface
vibration. The convoluted flow fields were
characterized by Li et al. (87), Rogers et al. (88) and
Dentry et al. (89). In the latter, the technique was used
to show laminar to turbulent flow transition in acoustic

streaming jets. The average rate of divergence of the
trajectories of microparticles seeded within the
acoustic streaming flow field could also be quantified
(see Figure 3E), from which a Lyapunov exponent—a
measure of the level of chaotic mixing in the system—
was estimated (90, 91).
Other applications, including nanoparticle tracking
and distance measurement
Being so small, nanoparticles typically appear as
diffraction-limited spots under optical microscopy. In
the presence of complex backgrounds, they may still
be detected with excellent precision under dark field
imaging. For example, Diatrack was used to measure
the distance of silver nanoparticles from the cell wall of
algae in 3D (92). Diatrack has also been used several
times in nano-manufacturing applications to precisely
position gold nanoparticles on surfaces using optical
traps (93-97). Tracking of nanoparticles was also
exploited by Liu et al. to monitor the motion of
exoglucanases along cellulose fibers (98). Tracking of
functionalized quantum dots – another type of
nanoparticles - as they penetrated cells and their nuclei
was demonstrated by Kuo et al. (99).
Because Diatrack can pinpoint object coordinates with
better than 0.01 pixel accuracy under optimal
conditions, it is also well suited for nanometer distance
measurements. Dange et al. used it to estimate the
distance between the plane of the membrane bilayer
and the binding site of the nuclear pore complex with
accuracy better than 30 nm (100, 101). Analogously,
distance measurements were performed between sites
along single DNA polymers (50). Another interesting
application of this type consisted in measuring the
displacement fields of dense polymeric nanopillar
arrays to map cell traction forces (102, 103).
Conclusion and outlook
From the onset, Diatrack was developed as a particle
tracking software rather than a general-purpose image
analysis package. As a result, it has introduced and still
offers one of the most complete sets of functions in this
domain (see Table 1). Here, we showed that Diatrack
3.05 performs remarkably well across a wide range of
tracking scenarios from the reference work of
Chenouard et al. (17).
Over the years, Diatrack has supported many original
research outcomes. The role of expert users is
apparent from our survey and their contribution to the
maturation of a tool such as Diatrack is impossible to
overstate. With their help, Diatrack will continue to
evolve for better interoperability, speed, and
auditability. In our own laboratory, we are exploiting
and further improving Diatrack specifically for tracking
dim and highly dynamic mRNA particles during nuclear
export – a demanding application for automated
tracking technology (see Figure 3E) (104, 105).
Future versions will make increased use of graphics
processing unit capabilities and plugins will allow users
to integrate routines developed by themselves. Several
additional examples of applications in the form of

detailed step-by-step tutorials are available on the
website www.diatrack.org/Applications.html. There, it
is shown how to track viral particles inside cells, how
diffusion in colloid solutions may be measured, and
how MRI magnetization grids can be tracked as a
promising diagnostic tool for heart conditions. We hope

to see yet many other applications in the future as we
continue the development of the software.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. A) The workflow in Diatrack guides the user
naturally, from particle production (see panel B) and
particle selection (see panel C), down to track
production (see panel D), selection, and analysis. B)
Immediately after particle production, a large number
of particles do not correspond to genuine objects. C)
Spurious particles must be systematically eliminated
using a combination of selection tools such as the
“remove blurred” slider, until only genuine particles are
retained. D) The ability to identify and track spots with
high precision even when they are in close proximity to
each other is illustrated. A particle is seen passing near
another one less than 3 pixels away. High precision
tracking allows reporting on molecular events at the
single-molecule level. E) Illustration of the notion of
assignment conflict. In order to construct trajectories,
particles 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a and 5a observed in time frame
marked by “a” must be associated with particles seen
at positions 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b and 5b one frame later.
Given the maximum jump amplitude shown by dashed
circles, all possible particle motions are indicated by
dashed arrows. Particles compete with each other for
assignment. F) In order to form tracks, one might first
want to assign particle 3a with particle 2b because they
lie in closest proximity. However, proceeding in order
of proximity will eventually leave particle 1a and 5b
unpaired (the suboptimal solution is shown). G) Using
Diatrack’s graph-based algorithm a solution that
maximizes the pairing of particles may be found. Note
that when particles are quite likely to disappear (e.g. in
the presence of out of focus motion), the “suboptimal”
solution shown in F) should probably be preferred over
the “optimal solution” because the latter imposes a
much greater total overall particle displacement. The
best algorithm must strike a delicate balance between
maximal matching of particles between frames and the
ability to deal gracefully with particle appearance and
disappearances (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Tracking performance. The ground truth
data from the work of Chenouard et al. were compared
to the tracking results produced using Diatrack (17). As
described in Chenouard et al., Alpha is a measure of
track quality, while RMSE represents the root mean
square discrepancy between true positions of particles
and those corresponding positions found using
Diatrack. The software performed really well,
especially in light of the fact that it was not modified or
tuned for the purpose of dealing with these particular
data sets. It was also very fast in 2D (last row).
Additional results may be found in the supplementary
information.
Figure 3. Panel A) Example of 4D tracking. With the
advances in computer performance, ever larger 4D
data sets can be analyzed rapidly. Colored surfaces
represent watershed-segmented objects and the
tracks shown in red color connect the center of gravity
of these surfaces over time. B) Analysis of in vitro

motility data. Here, actin filaments were segmented
using the “in vitro motility assay” particle production
mode (time along tracks is color-coded from blue to
red). The inset demonstrates in this situation a
relatively narrow distribution of actin filament speed. C)
Diatrack can also track objects segmented by third
party methods. Here, bacteria were segmented as
described in (21) and then tracked within our software
using the “pre-segmented” mode. On the basis of this
type of data, flow movies may be generated
automatically that show locally coherent streaming of
bacteria in the biofilm (see supplementary movie 2 and
inset). D) Automating identification of mRNA export
events. PP7-labelled mRNA particles (green channel)
in yeast were tracked over time using both manual
tracking (white trace), and using Diatrack (blue trace) showing excellent overlap. Together with custom
image analysis to detect the nuclear envelope (red
channel), this high-throughput tool now routinely allows
the identification of rare mRNA export events as well
as their kinetic characterization (e.g. export time,
nuclear
envelope
scanning
time
etc.).
E)
Characterizing fluid flows. Top view images of a
planar cross-section of a liquid drop captured using a
high-speed video camera. 5 m fluorescent
microparticles are observed to either follow smooth
concentric trajectories associated with the acoustic
streaming flow in a high viscosity drop (top), or
exponentially divergent trajectories associated with
chaotic acoustic streaming flow in a low viscosity drop
(bottom). Each particle trajectory is labelled in a
different color (90). F) Tracking exosomes in S2
cells. A subpopulation of these endosomal-derived
organelles is transported rapidly and efficiently along
microtubules (77). In the representation used here,
time is coded as the vertical axis. The inset
characterizes the effectiveness of the displacements
i.e. the ratio of straight-line trajectory length to total
trajectory length.
Supplementary movie 1. Representative movie of
simulated particles. It is the combination of high
density, high noise, and large particle displacements
that complicates the tracking task. While these
difficulties are somewhat exacerbated in Chenouard et
al. simulated data sets, real data present very similar
difficulties.
Supplementary movie 2. Flow movie of bacterial
expansion within an interstitial biofilm. Averaging
the motion of individual bacteria (c.f. Figure 3 C) in
space and time allows to characterize dynamics in a
coarse-grained manner. Here, the flow maps produced
by the software show that bacterial transport directed
towards the biofilm’s expanding rim is quite variable
and even transiently reverses direction.
Table 1. Summary of main functionalities offered by
Diatrack.
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Table 1

General
features

Free

GUI-based,
easy
operation

Easy setup
and
standalone

Tracking
features

2D and 3D
tracking

Superresolution
Watershed
spot fitting in function
2D and 3D

Other
features

Extensive
track
analysis
functions

Extensive
track
selection
options

Matlab
compatible

Scripting
support

Manual
editing of
Cell
particles and tracking
tracks

Step by step
Batch
application
processing
examples

Kymograph
generation

Support for
many
proprietary
image
formats

Session
storage and
access to all
internal
variables

In vitro
motility
assay

Drift
correction

Photobleaching
correction

Particle
counting

